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16 TIMES MORE COVERAGE THAN SPOT DETECTORS

KEY FEATURES
• Water sensing cable detects water on entire length of cable!
• Patented 4-foot cable solution extends the detection zone offered by traditional spot detectors by 3100%
• Place the cable in spots where you do not usually observe
  - Water heaters
  - Sump pumps
  - Behind washing machines and dishwashers
  - Under sinks
  - Around toilets
  - Media systems
• 4-feet of sensing cable is included, which can be expanded to 240 feet
• Base unit powered by 9-volt battery
• 6 ft. of leader connection allows alarm unit to be mounted on walls or another room
• Cable is expandable up to 240 ft. - the only system that can run around the entire perimeter of a room or basement
• Loud 80 decible audible alert when water is detected
• Low battery chirp alert

Country of Origin: China
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